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Abstract. Western scholarship has studied the mid-fourteenth-century cataclysm of the Black Death for centuries. In contrast, due to the limited number of contemporary narrative sources, in East Central Europe, until recently historians discussed it only marginally. In the past decades, not independent of the emergence of new methods, such as archaeogenetics and palynology, and novel approaches to studying the Black Death such as climate and environmental history, scholars have increasingly turned to the analysis of the multiple waves of the second plague pandemic in this region. Recent studies have drawn attention to the apparent lack of data on the Black Death in the region while pointing to the potential role of the later waves, such as the pestis secunda and tercia, as well as later medieval and early modern recurrences of the epidemic in the historical demography of Bohemia, Poland, and Hungary. The paper provides an overview of the written evidence of the Black Death in Hungary and publishes in extenso some of the most important documentary evidence of the episodes of the epidemic in the Kingdom of Hungary. It argues that, unlike in the case of Bohemia and Poland, the first wave of the plague can be relatively well pursued by a critical analysis of the written evidence.
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The Black Death was undoubtedly the largest demographic, economic, and social cataclysm in premodern Europe and probably well beyond it in Asia and Northern Africa as well. The sources of the mid-fourteenth-century events have been studied for at least two centuries, thus we have a detailed image of several aspects of the Black Death in the Mediterranean, Western and Northern Europe.1 Over the past
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1 Campbell, The Great Transition; Benedictow, The Complete History. For more recent developments on the appearance of the Black Death in Eastern Europe, see: Barker, “Laying the Corpses”; Slavin, “From the Tian Shan.”
decades, important results have been published about the spread of the disease in the Byzantine Empire and the Ottoman world, as well as in some parts of East Central Europe, such as Poland and Bohemia. Research has also pointed to the spread of the plague in Dalmatia; however, some parts of East Central Europe have received considerably less scholarly attention in this respect, such as the Kingdom of Hungary. Similarly, while crucial studies have approached the spread of the disease using natural scientific means that had not been utilized before in explaining the importance of the Black Death such as big data palynology, research has largely omitted the issue of what the situation was in medieval Hungary. A third major development in recent research sheds light on the geography of the plague, using archaeogenetics. Thanks to the development of ancient DNA analysis, we already have considerable data on the spread of the pathogen from Central Asia toward Western Eurasia. However, similar to the written accounts, and recent pollen-based works on the impact of the Black Death, ancient DNA results are missing not only for the mid-fourteenth-century wave itself but also for the later waves of the second plague pandemic in the region. This explains why East Central Europe, especially Hungary, is largely missing from many of the overviews of the Black Death, and even when it is present, it is often based on speculation and is loaded with preconceptions. The paper attempts to provide an overview of the written evidence of the mid-fourteenth-century plague wave and publishes in extenso some of the most important documentary evidence of the known instances of the Black Death at the turn of the 1340s and 1350s. Hopefully, this will lead to at least a partial reconsideration of the spread of the plague in the region, shedding light on the possible directions of the spread of Yersinia pestis in the broader area of the northern Balkans and the Romanian principalities. The focus is on the written evidence, which to this date is the sole source for understanding the exact chronology of the spread of the plague in the late 1340s.

The state of the art – The Black Death in the Kingdom of Hungary

For quite some time now, research in Hungary and in the neighbouring countries that shared their territories with the medieval Kingdom of Hungary has considered the demographic and economic impact of the Black Death. However, with

4 Ravančić, “Prilog proučavanju”; Blažina Tomić and Blažina, Expelling the Plague, 42–67.
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considerably fewer sources—or at least chronicles and annals—that testify to the presence of the plague than in Western Europe or in the Mediterranean, it has usually been up to the different scholars' taste whether they attributed this to the lighter touch of the plague or to the fact that much of the medieval Hungarian source material is lost. Some have suggested that the Black Death seriously impacted the settlement pattern in the Great Hungarian Plain and that the mid-fourteenth-century and subsequent waves may have been among the reasons for the process of abandoning settlements there.\(^7\) Others have not attributed major importance to the Black Death in the abandonment of settlements and the formation of the numerous late medieval deserted (deserta) peasant plots.\(^8\) In Hungarian historiography, probably Erik Fügedi has dedicated most attention to the presence of the Black Death and the later waves of the plague in the Kingdom of Hungary. In his 1992 overview of the demography of medieval Hungary, he stated that “having surveyed the sources, it can be argued […] that the Black Death did not cause such catastrophe as it did in Western Europe.”\(^9\) Fügedi was one of the first historians to focus systematically on the crisis years, studying the available source material for his analysis. Apart from surveying the charter evidence that was researchable at the time, he was innovative in looking at an area that no one had scrutinized before, that is the functioning of the state administration during 1349, which according to the sources to be discussed hereafter, was the year when the Black Death hit Hungary the hardest. He examined the noble congregations held by the palatine of Hungary (congregatio generalis palatinalis), which went with week-long events at designated places in the counties where the nobility of the respective county or (two counties) was present, and where the palatine adjudicated in legal disputes.\(^10\) As Fügedi argues, these events were attended by large crowds and, in the case of mass deaths and turbulence, they would have been postponed. He demonstrates that in 1349 the palatinal congregations were probably uninterrupted throughout the country. He discusses what happened in the Hungarian palatinal congregations but does not analyze Slavonia or Transylvania. It is worth noting that right at the time that a source alludes to the plague (to be discussed hereafter) in Transylvania, the judicial forum of the vice-voivode of Transylvania was uninterrupted.\(^11\) However, it seems that in 1349
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in Slavonia, somewhat exceptionally, no noble gatherings were held.\textsuperscript{12} Even if these data are somewhat contradictory, Fügedi is right in raising this point when assessing the Black Death, as already during King Louis’s reign (in 1381), there was an instance when not only a judicial forum but other legal actions were also officially postponed due to the plague.\textsuperscript{13}

Independent of Fügedi’s results, the archaeologist József Laszlovszky also argued that “We have less data on the spread of the plague in East Central Europe compared to the situation in Western Europe. They indicate that the impact of the epidemic was weaker in the East. We must, of course, exercise caution, as the lack of information on the plague does not necessarily mean that the epidemic did not claim large numbers of victims.”\textsuperscript{14} In his paper published in 1994, he argues for a lighter touch of the mid-fifteenth-century plague attributing it to lower population density, the preceding Mongol invasions, and the economic well-being in Hungary around the time of the Black Death. Since Laszlovszky’s paper, the most important contributions have been associated with the publication of the summaries of the complete corpus of mid-fifteenth-century charter evidence (\textit{Anjou-kori oklevéltár} [Angevin Cartulary]), which Andrea Kiss and her colleagues have meticulously analysed.\textsuperscript{15} Using the surviving charter evidence, they verify the presence of the plague in the country from the end of 1348 to 1350 and verify some of the later fourteenth-century waves. A paper by Annamária Bartha also touches upon the plague when discussing health issues of King Charles I and King Louis I the Great.\textsuperscript{16} Finally, in a volume published during the COVID-19 pandemic, Tamás Fedeles gives an overview of recent research on the Black Death, but mostly focusing on areas outside Hungary.\textsuperscript{17}

East Central Europe as well as Hungary have certainly been represented in the main works on Eurasian plagues. They include the still frequently quoted but by now largely outdated two-volume monograph of Jean-Noël Biraben\textsuperscript{18} and the
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monumental undertaking of Ole J. Benedictow. Finally, scholars of East Central Europe have dealt with the issue of the plague in Hungary mostly in the context of the foreign sources they were working with. The only important exception is a recent study by the Slovak historian Adam Mesiarkin who, in his overview of the Black Death, also discusses the spread of the epidemic in Hungary. His work is important, as using evidence provided by charters, that are usually overlooked by monographers of the Black Death, he draws attention to the shortcomings and flaws of Benedictow’s treatment of the spread of the disease in the region.

Sources and lack of sources

For studying the Black Death, research in Western Europe, the Mediterranean, as well as in most of Central Europe relies on narrative sources. However, the respective chronicles and annals are almost completely missing from Hungary. The most important, and one of the no more than a handful of domestic narrative sources from the age of the Black Death is the chronicle by John of Küküllő (Johannes de Kikullew). In his short work, he mentions epidemics during the reign of King Louis I the Great (1342–1382) but fails to provide any further detail. As in the chapter concerned, he lists all sorts of disasters—epidemics, dearth, earthquakes, locusts—the reference remains quite vague and is hardly interpretable. It is therefore certainly not sufficient to rely on this narrative. One (almost) contemporary data coming from the 1360s worth noting is preserved in the Chronicle of the Unknown Franciscan (Anonymus Minorita Chronica). This otherwise important source however does not tell of the Black Death in Hungary but testifies to its appearance in the lands of the Golden Horde in 1346. Apart from these reports, contemporary narratives from outside Hungary also testify to the presence of the Black Death in Hungary. The most relevant is the Annals of Miechów, which describes the spread of the plague in 1346–1347.

20 Guzowski, “Did the Black Death.”
21 Mesiarkin, “Stredovýchodná Európa.”
23 “Nam anno domini millesimo trecentesimo quadragesimo sexto dominus deus misit pestilenciam in eos, que tantum in eos deseyut, quod infra paucos menses, ut dicitur, trecentena milia tartarorum prostravit et consumpsit.” *Chronicon Dubniciense*, 148. The source is preserved in the fifteenth-century Chronicle of Dubnic. On the source, see Kristó, “Utószó”; for the manuscript, OSZK, Cod. Lat. 165.
Hungary, putting it in the context of the flagellant movement, of which we have no additional contemporary data. Other contemporary and later fourteenth-century sources also report the spread of the plague in Hungary, but unlike the Miechów annals, they mostly include generic references to its appearance in the area, as well as in other regions of Europe. The most often quoted contemporary chronicle is that of Gilles li Muisis. Another group of narrative sources that have been problematized in the context of the Black Death in Hungary concerns the military campaign of Louis I the Great to Naples in 1347–1348, as the related sources that also give an account of the plague in Italy allowed for some speculation concerning the spread of the disease associated with the Hungarian military campaign in Italy. From the later narratives, the most frequently quoted one in the context of the Black Death in Hungary is that of Jan Długosz, whose work also encompasses the epidemics in the Carpathian Basin. Several further fifteenth-century chronicles also give accounts of the Black Death in the fourteenth century, noting its appearance in Hungary.

Narrative sources utilized by Western research, such as manorial and urban hearth counts, burial records, tax registers, Peter’s Pence registers, tutelage and orphanage accounts, and others, are almost completely absent in Hungary for the
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period studied here. These sources have been exceptionally important in the respective countries or smaller administrative units, as despite the methodological problems they raise, they can be used for establishing how strongly certain areas were affected by the Black Death. In the lack of this type of evidence, it is almost impossible to address the population loss in Hungary.

What scholars in Hungary can utilize is also available in other countries. However, unlike the above sources, legal documents that concern land transactions, donations, legal disputes, and other judicature contain relevant data at random and are almost completely unsuited for drawing conclusions on mortality rates. Nonetheless, the legal source material surviving from the Angevin period in Hungary has been extensively researched over the past years, and thanks to the summaries and in extenso, charter editions can be studied almost in their entirety. The data these sources provide still offer a rather sketchy picture, only partially allowing for tracking the spread of the disease. In the coming section, these data will be overviewed and assessed.

A survey of the surviving evidence: The Black Death in Hungary in the late 1340s

The path of the spread of the Black Death in the Kingdom of Hungary is anything but clear based on the surviving written evidence; neither is it clear if we look at the appearance of the disease in the broader region. The Black Death may potentially have arrived in the Kingdom of Hungary from three directions. First, although there is an almost complete lack of sources from the area, research suggests that the port cities on the western shore of the Black Sea were amongst the first areas contaminated following the breakout in Crimea in early 1346. From these ports, the disease may have penetrated the inland areas of the Romanian principalities, subsequently reaching Transylvania. The second possible theory is that the disease reached the coastal towns of Dalmatia, from where it may have spread through Croatia and Slavonia, eventually reaching all parts of Hungary. The third possible direction, which is fairly prevalent in the literature in Hungary but lacks any actual evidence, is that the disease was brought to Hungary as part of the 1347–1348 military campaign.

33 Benedictow, The Complete History.
34 See most importantly: Anjoukori okmánytár and Anjou-kori oklevéltár.
of King Louis I the Great to Italy. To evaluate and decide on the direction that the disease may have taken before it arrived in the Kingdom of Hungary, we should evaluate the chronology that these routes support. If the disease had arrived from the Black Sea area directly from Crimea and the areas of the Golden Horde, the disease would have reached the eastern part of the Kingdom of Hungary in 1347 at the latest. Although some early works suggested its early arrival, not even in the vicinity of the Kingdom of Hungary is there any written evidence of the presence of the Black Death before the very end of 1347, when the towns along the eastern coast of the Adriatic (such as Dubrovnik) were first affected by the plague. Dubrovnik and the Adriatic coast however were certainly not infected from the ports in the western part of the Black Sea. This makes the first hypothesized route highly improbable and leads to the second possibility, namely that the disease first appeared on the Adriatic coast, spreading towards the inland areas of the Balkans, and then towards inland Croatia, Slavonia, and other parts of Hungary. The arrival of the plague in most cities along the coast can be dated to early 1348, which suggests the arrival of the disease in Hungary in the spring of the same year.

According to the third route, the plague was carried to Hungary by the soldiers returning to the country from plague-ravaged Italy. Italian cities were indeed affected during the military campaign of King Louis I, as attested in several sources, including the frequently cited chronicle of Matteo Villani. Naples was first hit by the Black Death in the second half of March 1348. How long it lasted is not completely clear but the decision of the king’s return to Hungary in May was probably related to the outbreak of the plague in the Kingdom of Naples. He returned to Hungary through Barletta and Vrana, reaching Buda and Visegrád in late May or early June. According to Villani, he had little entourage on this journey, and his
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38 Bartha, “Károly Róbert,” 26–27; Fedeles, “»Oly rettegés»,” 53.
42 “…avendo fatto armare nel porto di Barletta una sottile galea, subitamente, improvviso a tutti quelli del Regno, all’uscita di Maggio l’anno 1348, vi montò suso con poca compagnia, e fece dare de’ remi in acqua, e senza arresto valicò sano e salvo in Ischiavonia, e di là con pochi compagni a cavallo se n’andò in Ungheria. Questa subita partita di cotanto re fu tenuta follemente fatta da molti, e da lieve e non savio movimento d’animo, e molti il ne biasimarono. Altri dissono che provvedutamente e con molto senno l’avea fatto, avendo deliberato il partire nell’animo suo per tema della mortalità, e non vedendo tempo da potersi scoprire contra i baroni, i quali sentiva male disposti alla sua fede, come detto è, e commendaronlo di segreto e provveduto
army stayed in Naples for the rest of 1348. Although the literature recurrently associates the spread of the plague in Hungary with the king's return, there is no source to back up that theory, and the fact that he had little entourage does not necessarily support that *Yersinia pestis* spread along with this return journey. If nonetheless this should be the case, it supports the emergence of the Black Death in Hungary in the summer of 1348.

The first option is almost completely impossible based on the written evidence from Hungary, as the first reference to the presence of the Black Death is from December 1348. The location of this data is certainly important, as it is from Transylvania, and not from the western part of the country close to Italy or the Adriatic coast. Two notes are worth making based on this reference. First, this would have meant the Transylvanian presence of the *Yersinia pestis* for almost two years (from late 1346/early 1347 to late 1348), which is very unlikely based on the general patterns of the disease. Second, as there is a considerable geographic and time gap (ca. seven months) between the data on the spread of the disease in Italy and the Adriatic coast and the first reference from Hungary (Transylvania), it is practically difficult to argue for either the second or the third route as the origin of the epidemic's arrival in Hungary. Benedictow suggests that the disease spread from the Adriatic coastal cities through Croatia to Hungary. He however shows little familiarity with the political and economic situation and with the position of Croatia when suggesting “however, not only politically a weakly integrated feudal political construction it was also a relatively dispersely settled and economically poorly integrated territory.” This is important in his reasoning, as he tries to explain why it took more than a year for the disease to reach Eastern Hungary. Benedictow wanted to make sense of the first data that was known to him, a charter from Oradea (Várad) in medieval Eastern Hungary, present-day Western Romania, that testifies to the appearance of the plague in the summer of the same year in Oradea. As also noted by Adam Mesiarkin, Benedictow tailored his overview of the Hungarian data to argue for the slow advancement in Hungary, which is largely undermined by the fact that the disease was already present in Transylvania in late 1348, not only in the
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43 Fedeles, “*Oly rettegés*,” 53.
middle of 1349. It is also worth noting that the source Benedictow used does not refer to mass death at the time the charter was issued, which is 26 June, but to many lives taken in the year 1349. One further circumstance makes it unlikely that the epidemic was raging in late June. In answer to the call of the Transylvanian nobility, King Louis travelled to the area at the beginning of July, which he probably would not have done, considering that he left Naples partially to flee the plague.

These data suggest that by summer 1349 the disease had been present for quite some time throughout the Kingdom of Hungary. This is confirmed by other data as well. The Black Death is likely to have been present in the central-eastern parts of Hungary in spring 1349, as attested by a last will from 17 March, in which the heirless testator (Beke son of Thomas) endowed the bishopric of Eger with vineyards he had acquired. According to the document, Beke chose to testate because of “the deathly times” (mortalitatis tempore). Naturally, pestilential times can be interpreted in different ways, including the presence of the plague in the region; nonetheless considering the other contemporary references from Hungary, it should probably be read as an indication of the disease’s presence in the very area. Dated in these weeks, another source also reports the presence of the epidemic in the country. As part of the peace negotiations between King Louis I and the state council of the Venetian Republic, several diplomatic correspondences survived from the year. On 4 April, in a letter, the Venetian council reasons not sending envoys to Hungary with rumors of the ravaging plague. In response to this letter, in June King Louis said that the plague had ceased in Hungary, which made it possible to continue the peace negotiations.

By the time the peace treaty plans were formulated, the plague had started to spread again, or at least this is what Andrea Dandolo reported to Perugia in early October as
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47 MNL OL DL 4055. For its edition, see: Appendix no. 2.
49 MNL OL DF 209 980. For its edition, see: Appendix no. 1.
50 “Et ut hoc, quod supradicitur, pateat per effectum, nisi forte casus mortalitatis, que esse dicitur in partibus Ungarie, per quem cives nostri tимерent venire ad illas partes, quia de anno pret erito substituuerunt casum similem mortalitatis, solempnes ambaxatores nostros presentialiter mitteremus, sed habito, quod cessaverit, illos ad excellentie vestre culmem transmittemus.” Wenzel, *Magyar diplomacziai*, vol. 2, 346 no. 284. For its more recent edition, see: *Venezia – Senato*, vol. 12, 36–73, no. 64.
recent news from Hungary.\(^{52}\) This letter also informs of the death of the fourteen-year-old wife of Louis I, Margaret of Bohemia, but unlike suggested by some scholars, it does not say whether she died of the plague or something else.\(^{53}\) Three days later, a letter the Venetian council sent to their envoys in Hungary also mentions the news of the plague.\(^{54}\) On 9 November, Venice sent a further letter to its envoys, ordering them to try to reach out to the king in case he was in good health or alive. This led many historians to believe that Louis himself was also infected by the plague, although this is not hinted at in the letters; it is simply implied that according to their information many people in Hungary were infected.\(^{55}\) One further circumstantial evidence is worth noting. In November, as part of a lawsuit that intended to settle a land dispute by taking an oath at the piece of land near Sopron (in Western Hungary), one of the persons involved died, while two others were sick, and therefore could not attend. It is noteworthy though that the document does not refer to them as affected by the plague.\(^{56}\)

While there are fairly numerous references to the plague from 1349, there is practically no direct data from 1350. From 1351, however, two sources are important to mention. They both testify to the plague in the preceding period. The first is a charter from 23 June 1351, in which nobles from Uzsa (in Western Hungary) settled a dispute in which the previous absence of one of the parties involved was reasoned by the person’s anguish during the plague in the area. This is a rural part of the country with few major settlements but with important trade routes in the region connecting the Adriatic with central Hungary.\(^{57}\) It is important to note that the charter refers to the plague in the previous years (“in anno pestilencie”).\(^{58}\) The other relevant data from the same year also tells of the previous plague but refers to it in the singular (“in anno pestilencie”).\(^{59}\) Similarly to the above-discussed charter from the summer

\(^{52}\) Wenzel, Magyar diplomacziái, vol. 2, 370 no. 299.

\(^{53}\) “De partibus Hungarie habemus nova, quod epidemia mortalitatis desevit multum ibidem; et quod Regina Hungarie, consors domini Regis nuper ad Dominum transmigravit.” Wenzel, Magyar diplomacziái, vol. 2, 370 no. 299.

\(^{54}\) “Cum habeantur nova satis certa, quod mortalitas maxima et orrenda est in partibus Hungarie; quod si ita est, non esset bonum exponere tanto periculo personas nostrorum Ambaxatorum…” (Wenzel, Magyar diplomacziái, vol. 2, 369, no. 298 and Venezia – Senato, vol. 12, 253, no. 415).


\(^{56}\) MNL OL DF 201 774. Edited in: Házi, Sopron szabad királyi város, vol. 1/1, 93–95 no. 155.

\(^{57}\) MNL OL DL 91 428. Edited in: Zala vármegye, vol. 1, 508–9 no. 323.

\(^{58}\) “tempore ruinose mortalitatis annis proxime preteritis” Zala vármegye, vol. 1, 508–9 no. 323.

\(^{59}\) “accedens ad nostram presenciam Lidizlaus, filius Petii, filii Stephani, filii Bartholomei de Samuchkezy dixit et coram nobis viva voce est confessus, quod cum ipse iudicio divino tempore sue puerie existat orbatus utroque parenteunicusque frater eiusdem in anno pestilencie decessit ab hac luce et sic ipse cum tribus sororibus suis innuptis omni spe destitutus remansisset” MNL OL DF 248 652. Edited in Monumenta Ecclesiae Strigoniensis, vol. 4, 66 no. 33.
of 1349, this piece of data also indicates the plague's presence in the territory of the bishopric of Oradea. The final charter to be considered is from Sopron from 1354. The document testifies to a lasting conflict between the citizens and the seemingly scandalous parish priest (Heinrich). The latter bequeathed things to the parish in last wills during "the times of mortality" (tempore mortalitatis). Some of the things however that Heinrich acquired through the wills were then somehow obtained by the town's jurors leading to a lawsuit between the town and the priest. From the point of view of the present work, however, it is the fact that the wills were made at a time of high mortality is that carries relevance.

Apart from the above-mentioned data from 1349, there is one further reference that is important not only concerning the presence of the Black Death in the surroundings of Oradea but also of the scale of the mortality there. In the statutes of the cathedral chapter of the bishopric, one of the caputs dispensed the dwellers of the villages of the chapter (lying mostly in the counties around Oradea) from paying the 'pig tenth' (porcorum decima) to repopulate the settlements after the plague. This is one of the very few indications that tell of the local, larger-scale impacts of the Black Death regarding population loss. It is worth noting that under the lordship of the chapter there were typically small rural settlements scattered in the hilly areas of Bihar County with only a handful of them having more than some thirty peasant plots.

One last source should be considered as an indirect indication of the lack of tenant peasants (jobagiones) in the Kingdom of Hungary in the aftermath of the Black Death: the laws of Louis I on the tenant peasantry. Of the king's laws issued in 1351, three concerned the peasantry, including the introduction of the ten percent tax (nona) to be paid by tenants to their landlords, as well as the act that provided tenants with the freedom of movement. Both were interpreted by the historian

62 "Porcorum decime in nostris tenutis olim ubique pro nostra communitate exigebantur, sed_ab huiusmodi decimarum solutione subditos nostros a tempore prime pestis, idest circa annos Domini MCCCXLVIII. exemimus, ut eo facilius ville nostre per pestem desolate statum pristinum sortirentur ; modo vero solum illi ad dandum porcorum decimam obligantur, qui in Zeplak et eius districtu commorantur, prout supra in capitulo : Harum autem1 2 continetur, porcis et apibus in silvis et pascuis cum episcopo communibus, pro tempore exigendis, inter nos et eundem equaliter dividendis." Bunyitay, A váradi káptalan, 51.
István Szabó and others as consequences of the lack of tenants in the country. As pointed out by critics of Szabó’s thesis, these acts did not originate from the period after the Black Death but rather were long-term processes in crystallizing social status and, as such, should hardly be interpreted as reactions to the plague.

**Conclusions**

The above survey of sources may not be complete but there is little chance that substantial unknown documentary evidence might come to light in the coming years. This means that when evaluating the mortality of the Black Death of the late 1340s, we should build on these sources. The evidence presented demonstrates that, unlike in Poland and Bohemia, this wave of the Black Death certainly had significant impacts on the population in Hungary. Two points however are still unclear: first, when and from which direction *Yersinia pestis* arrived, and second, what the rate of mortality was.

The survey nonetheless shows that by analysing the complete corpus of written evidence of the plague years in Hungary, significantly more data can be obtained on the epidemic. These data contribute to a more nuanced view of the spread and especially of the lasting presence of the Black Death in Hungary for at least a year from late 1348. The data also shows that while unquestionably the most comprehensive work on the spread of the Black Death, Benedictow’s monumental plague narrative is not always accurate regarding specific regions.

**Appendix**

1. MNL OL DF 209 980.

*Beke son of Thomas having no legal heir in these deathly times and because of his admiration for the Church of John the Apostle testates his acquired vineyards next to the road leading from Eger to Szőlős (Zeleus) to the bishopric of Eger.*

Date: 17 March 1349

Previous edition: —

*(O)mnibus Christi fidelibus tam presentibus, quam futuris presens scriptum inspexituris capitulum ecclesie Agriensis salutem in omnium salvatore. Ad universorum noticiam tenore presencium volumus pervenire, quod Beke filius Thome, iobagio filiorum Emerici filii Pauli de Heues feria tercia proxima post dominicam oculi,*
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anno videlicet nativitatis Domini millesimo trecentesimo quadragesimo nono in nostri presentia personaliter comparendo dixit et publice est confessus, quod quia ipse a puericie sue temporibus hucusque ad dictam ecclesiam beati Johannis apostoli specialem habuisset devocionis affectum et nunc haberet, et quia eciam in hoc mortalitatis tempore divina sit disponente clementia heredum solacio sit destitutus haberetur, ut non ali i successores nisi ipse solus cum domina uxore sua adhuc inter vivos remansisset, igitur ipse quandam vineam suam empticiam iuxta stratum publicam ab hinc de Agria in villam Zeleus ducentem et intra limites civitatis Agriensis existentem tum ex causis premissis, tum ex eo, ut ipse per hec et alia bona, opera sua, que facere intenderet, Deo permitente(!) terrenis celestia, transitoriis eterna caducisque perempniter mansura in celesti commutare posset gerarchia, cum suis utilitatis libet et pertinenciis et eo iure equa plenitudine, qua dicta vinea dicto titulo empacionis ad ipsum, quo supra, devoluta et inhabitus per ipsum habita exitisset et possessa, cum consensu prenominate domine, uxoris sue dedisset, donasset et contullisset, et exnunc coram nobis ac presentibus viris Johanne filio Thome de Zeleus et altero Johanne filio Petri de Cherekuzy comitatus de Heues per eundem Beke cautela pro maiori pro testibus adductis dedit et contulit predicte ecclesie beati Johannis apostoli et evangeliste nunc et pro tempore ipsum feliciter gubernanti sub federe testamentarie disposicionis et in forma elemosinaria perpetua posset indendum, tenendam pariter et habendam nullum ius, nullum ve dominum amplius pro se et dicta domina, uxore sua in eadem reservando, dando eciam dicto domino nostro episcopo ipsam vineam in vita sua vel in morte sive pro annotata ecclesia sancti Johannis apostoli reservandi vel alii cuius altario de eadem ecclesie aplicandi(!) vel aliis religiosis sive ecclesiis condonandi plenariam potestatem presencium litterarum nostrarum et auctoritate, cuius rei testimonium perpetuamque stabilitatem presentes contulimus sigilli nostri autentici et pendentis munimine roboratas ac alphabeto intercisas, eciam Nicolao praeposito, Iohanne lectore, Iacobo canitore, Iohanne custode dominis, item Iohanne de Borsod Davide de Zabouch, Petro de Heves, Andrea de Pankata, Iohanne de Zemplen, Georgio de Tarca, Ladislao de Patha archi- dianecis et aliis multis nostram dominum ducentibus et in dicta ecclesia nostra iugiter deo [famulantibus. Datum in] die et anno supraddictis regnante Lodovico illustri rege Hungarie Chanadino Strigoniensi archiepiscopo, Colochensi se]de vacante et domino nostro venerabili in Christo patre Nicolao Dei et apostolica gratia episcopo Agriensi existentibus.

At the back of the charter with contemporary handwriting: Perpetuacio Beke filii Thome de Heues super quadam vinea, quam contulit ecclesie sancti Iohannis.
2. MNL OL DL 4055.

Demetrius, bishop of Oradea makes note that the bishopric’s collector, John Bobos, son of Martin, died of plague while having remained in debt to his church with 40 denars. To cover this debt, the bishopric a plot and two vineyards of the deceased were filed to the bishopric. These then were bestowed on Benedict (Magnus) son of Sebastian for his services.

Date: 26 June 1349


Nos Demetrius dei et apostolice sedis gratia episcopus Waradiensis significamus tenore presentium quibus expedit universis quod cum potencia divina per pestem indieribilem anno in presenti sub anno domini millesimo trecentesimo quadrigesimo nono emergentem multorum vitam temporalem fine inevitabili contulisset, et quondam Johannes Bobos filius Martini iobagio noster de vico Y enecia vocato, exactor decimarum nostrarum de Kalacha, posita nobiscum racione, nobis ratione dictarum decimarum nostrarum in quadraginta marcis denariorum debitor remansisset, et per eandem pestem debitum universe carnis persolvisset, nos ecclesi schem nostram nolentes in damno dictarum quadragenta marcarum relinquere, cum de facultatibus seu rebus eiusmodem quibus nos persolvi deberemur sciscitari cepissemus, res sue alie preterquam fundus suus in vico predicto Venecia vocato existens, et due vinee, quorum una in monte Vmlas, cui ex parte orientis vinea ecclesie de Bezermen et a plaga meridiei vinea Ladislai filii Stephani vicinatur, alia vero in territorio Bihoriensi in monte supra Koachy adiacenti, cui ab oriente vinea Blasii filii Pauli et a plaga occidentis via de Byhor in Chatar transiens vicinatur situatur, reperte exstissent, et per arbitrium proborum virorum extimacione condigna preunte, iidem fundus et predicte vinee Johannis Bobos supradicti nobis pro triginta marcis statute et assignate exstissent, nos volentes in recompsacionem serviciorum Benedicti magni filii Sebastiani officialis nostri de Huzyuozow et de Tenke nobis et ecclesie nostre ab antiquo exhibitorum, licet maiora meruisset, aliquali occurrere paternali cum favore, ipsum fundum Johannis dicti Bobos filii Martini cum vineis annotatis, eidem Benedicto magno officiali nostro perpetuo duximus conferendum, dantes eidem in vita vei in morte legandi donaudi, vendendi ac quoquomodo alionandi facultatem. In cuius rei testimonium patentes nostras literas patentes autentici sigilli nostri appensione communitas eidem duximus coneedendas. Datum Waradini, feria sexta autem festum sanctissimi regis Ladislai et confessoris, anno domini supradicto.
Archival sources

Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár Országos Levéltára (MNL OL) [Hungarian National Archive. State Archive], Budapest
Diplomáciai Fényképgyűjtemény (DF)
Diplomatikai Levéltár (DL)
Országos Széchényi Könyvtár (OSZK) [Széchényi National Library], Budapest
Cod. Lat.
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